HOW TO CREATE EXCELLENT PERCENTILE RANKING GRAPHS

Excellent Percentile Rankings show areas of care (nursing unit, clinic, etc) in order of their percentile ranking for a selected survey question. For example, if you have access to the Inpatient study, you will be able to view the excellent percentile ranking of each nursing unit in a bar graph. There are a number of variables to adjust viewing options and time period.

For further information,
contact Denise Rabalais or Jennifer Dix
• denise.rabalais@vanderbilt.edu (6-6066)
• jennifer.dix@vanderbilt.edu (6-6067)
How to Create Excellent Percentile Ranking Graphs

The Excellent Percentile Ranking page allows you to show your care areas (clinic, unit, etc) and view them in order of percent excellent ranking by the question you select. You are also able to see other units or clinic data to compare against your own area’s performance.

How to View Excellent Percentile Ranking Graphs

From the Applications drop-down menu or the Easy-Access menu, select “Excellent Percentile Ranking” and choose the study you want.

For some studies, you will have a “service line” option. These are defined by PRC and show areas of care such as Inpatient, OB/GYN, Medical, Surgical, etc. Select “all service lines” to see all areas.
Select the time period you want to view, the survey question and if you want to group by unit, dept, etc.

Select “graph it”.

Below is an example of an Excellent Percentile Ranking chart. It contains the number of interviews, the % Excellent score, and the excellent percentile ranking for the selected question. The red line indicates whether the unit or department is above or below the overall 90th excellent percentile score.